Selective suppression and excitation of solid-state NMR resonances based on quadrupole coupling constants.
The dependence of the (Rotor Assisted Population Transfer) RAPT enhancement on offset frequency for nuclei experiencing different quadrupolar couplings has been exploited to design two new spectral editing schemes, pi/2-RAPT and RAPT-pi-RAPT, for the selective excitation or suppression, respectively, of nuclei with large quadrupolar couplings. Both approaches are demonstrated on the 87 Rb spectrum of Rb(2)SO(4), which contains two resonances with C(q) values of 2.6 and 5.3 MHz. The conditions for optimal selectivity are discussed. Combining pi/2-RAPT with the RIACT MQ-MAS experiment it is also demonstrated how a pure absorption mode triple quantum MQ-MAS spectrum devoid of narrow resonances can be obtained.